Smart Security. Smart Compliance.

For an initial, confidential discussion, call us
on 03450 21 21 51

Professional expertise...

A composite approach...

SRM’s experts, drawn widely from both the public and private sectors, offer
you an exceptional skill-set and depth, all delivered with a first class level of
service.

Our broad skill set enables us to improve project flow and the integration
across programmes because we can act as one service provider, offering
better value for money and minimising disruption to your operations.

Our specialisms embrace the entire risk and compliance

agenda; for example our Information Assurance practice

covers HM Government IA, N3, Payment Card Industry Data

Security Standards (PCI DSS), ISO 27001 and integrates within
our forensics, incident response, training and other practices.

This broad range portfolio, coupled with our focus on building

effective and friendly relationships across organisations means

Thomas Cook Group

Consulting

we can address your business need rather than just narrow

We provide consultancy services in Compliance and Remediation,

model means we adapt to changes in your organisation and

We work in partnership with you to make your organisation

technical requirements. Additionally, our flexible engagement
requirements for large and small projects.

Information Security, Audit, and Forensic Investigation Services.
secure, compliance and resilient.

Capabilities

Anne Young, Group IT Manager
We’ve worked with SRM for a number of years now
on various work-programmes including PCI DSS,
Penetration Testing, Security Audits, IS Policies &
Standards and Forensic Services. We find them to
be friendly, professional, highly knowledgable and
competitive on pricing. Their knowledge results in them
being able to advise us regarding what’s needed to meet
compliance requirements without going over the top and
spending more money than we need to.

SRM has a team of highly experienced and qualified security
and technical specialists. Every day we deploy the following

capabilities as part of our client engagements – Scoping/Planning,
Risk Management, Framework and Plan/Policy Development/
Remediation, Policy Workshops, Technical Support, Project

Cyber Forensics

Management, Mentoring, Training/Coaching/Exercising and

Information Assurance

simulations, Outsourcing (Task/Roles), Audit and Review,

Network Forensics, Disk Forensics, eDiscovery system design and
data mapping, VA/Penetration testing and ethical hacking.

SRM has a portfolio of customisable solutions to address common

Risk Management

compliance and information management requirements. These

Advanced Persistent Threat Defence

effective route to a best practice outcome.

SRM’s existing clients range from enterprises and government departments
to small and medium size businesses, charities and other non-commercial
institutions.

I can’t remember when I last sent a commendation
to a company, but I and our IT staff have just been so
impressed that I feel that it’s due. From start to finish for
the last three years of our level one certification, your
service has been more than excellent.

Dave Derby, Group Head of Innovation

Solutions
have been evolved over a decade to provide a quick and cost

Tracy Goncalves, Head of Compliance & HR

JD Sports

Incident Response
Training, Simulation and Education

Reward

I’ve been working with SRM now for four years on our
PCI Compliance Programme. During that time I’ve found
them to be very knowledgeable, extremely co-operative,
professional to the end but above all exceptionally
pragmatic in terms of getting the job done. They
understand the challenges their retail clients face and are
always there to genuinely help rather than to hinder.

Accreditations & Partners

They trust SRM because we deliver what we promise.

+44 (0) 3450 21 21 51

www.srm-solutions.com

+44 (0) 3450 21 21 51

www.srm-solutions.com

Project Engagement

Operational Depth

The cornerstone of SRM’s reputation for effective project delivery starts with
getting the basics right. This means a well understood set of objectives, a clear and
rigorously thought out scope and thoroughly planned work packages. Getting the
desired outcomes and realising their benefits then become a matter of course rather
than wishful thinking.

Over the last 12 years SRM has incrementally built a comprehensive capability matrix
that has been deployed in a combination tailored to address the precise needs of
each client. By continually reviewing, strengthening and improving capabilities and
solutions SRM stays at the forefront of the cyber security world.

Scoping
We start with the full extent and work backwards, identifying how elements can be justifiably removed from a project scope,

this reduces the chances of scope creep later in a project and presents options for innovation and ultimately improving the value
of change and compliance.

Strategic Goals
Framework /
Scope

Gap Analysis /
HLP

Framework Implementation
Plan
Development
Project
Management

Review and amendment

Operations
Financial
Suppliers

Sales Marketing

Meeting organisational objectives is one thing, doing it in

into a detail implementation Programme. First and foremost

a well thought out roadmap with realistic time scales and

understand not just the text but also the intent of compliance

flexibility to handle changes to the plan. Our consultants

are comfortable with PRINCE, MSP, SDLC, Agile and many

more project methodologies and are expert at translating a
clear Gap Analysis into a High Level Plan (HLP) and an HLP

Cyber
Forensics

Incident
Response

Risk
Management

Training &
Simulation

APT
Defence

ISO 27001
PCI DSS Advisory
Services

eDiscovery /
eDisclosure

Forensic Readiness
Assessment

Project
Management

Security
Awareness Training

Network
Penetration Testing

PCI DSS
QSA

Forensic Capture
& Analysis
(Crown Court)

Business Continuity
Planning

Project
Scoping

Accredited
Classroom Training

Physical
Penetration Testing

ISO 27001
Lead Auditor

Investigation &
Prosecution Work

Service Continuity
Planning

RMADs
Review

Simulations &
Exercises

Network
Forensics

Framework
Tailoring

PCI Forensics
Investigations

Immediate
Response Service

RMADs
Authoring

Bespoke Courses to
Internal Framework

Log Aggregation
& Management

Response Mentoring
& Stabilisation

Intelligence
Preparation Cyber

Human Resources

Identifying the challenges, the costs, the gap...
the optimum sequence and with least disruption requires

Information
Assurance

SRM is a technology security company and therefore we
codes and security controls, coupled with a detailed

understanding your infrastructure, this results in a high
chance of success for your projects.

NHS
N3
HMG
CLAS

Technical
Advisory

Code
Review
Code Review Process
Implementation

PCI Compliance
Scoping
Gap Analysis

Programme support

Remediation
Assessment

Much of SRM’s work centres on mentoring our clients’ staff

culture rather than being just one more system to maintain.

build mature processes rather than imposing them. This

systems to achieve the desired security outcome and our

to develop and maintain security practices from within to

Ongoing Support

approach ensures change is embedded and truly alters

+44 (0) 3450 21 21 51

www.srm-solutions.com

Wherever possible we tweak existing processes and

ability to work across an organisation is crucial to this.

+44 (0) 3450 21 21 51

www.srm-solutions.com

Meeting your objectives

Smart Security. Smart Compliance.

An effective framework pulls all your security and compliance efforts into a
single context and enables the benefits and goals to be maintained over time.

Integrating your security and compliance requirements into a unified framework
to re-use monitoring systems, controls, infrastructure, testing procedures and
training saves money whilst also improving security.

We have deep experience in tailoring, tweaking and developing Management Frameworks to meet your organisation’s
Governance Risk and Compliance (GRC) objectives. A Framework fit for purpose from the start will give you
greatest chance of success in maintaining overall security and compliance with multiple regulatory, best
practices and the plethora of information security standards that touch the modern enterprise.

Annually

Business Continuity
Our BCM consultants are either Members or Fellows of the Business
organisations large and small, local and international. Building

ground and we can work with your chosen vendors or our own partners
to deliver a comprehensive solution.

www.srm-solutions.com
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and compliance programmes. The detailed and comprehensive onboarding process tailors the service to your specific requirements.

eDiscovery & eDisclosure
To ensure your eDiscovery capabilities are supported effectively our

experts can maintain your data maps and run disclosure exercises to

prove the efficacy and integrity of your solution. Additionally, we can
support you through complex eDisclosure requests.
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Our consultants work across Europe, the Near East and Middle East
providing expertise to clients in the financial services, corporate,
industrial and transport sectors.
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security incident management, legacy and cutting edge technologies

International Support
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Integrated Solutions
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The IPC Solution is a combination of tools, techniques and consultancy

given scope and presenting risk management information in terms that
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Intelligence Preparation
Cyberspace (IPC)

Our Virtual CISO Service (V-CISO) fulfils the CISO role and is delivered
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Risk Management

ability to communicate with senior management to articulating intensely

Co nti n

ensuring communications, understanding the reputational impact and
wider risks in a way that they can be proactively managed.

complex mix of experience, skill and inbuilt qualities ranging from the
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an effective BCP is not just about recovering operations but also

constantly changing it is essential to build risk management into your

Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) is a specialist role requiring a
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Continuity Institute and benefit from a wealth of experience in helping

Reduce risks, reduce costs. Given that any organisation’s risk picture is
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Incident Response
Our Smart Response Service is a proactive and reactive service
provided to prepare organisations of all sizes with Forensic

Readiness, Incident Response Readiness, Forensic Preview and
reactive Incident Response and post incident expertise.

Available to cover different scenarios and service levels and with
options to include PCI breaches, evidence preparation, malware
analysis and other customisable elements.

+44 (0) 3450 21 21 51
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Disclaimer
Security Risk Management Limited makes every effort to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information contained in our publications. However, we are unable to provide any

warranty, either express or implied, concerning the accuracy or completeness of any information provided. This publication may contain inaccuracies or typographical errors. From

time to time Security Risk Management may make changes to the information contained in its publications; these changes will be incorporated into new editions of our publications
without notice. Security Risk Management, its employees and agents will not be responsible for any loss or damage incurred as a result of any use of or reliance upon the material
contained in our publications.
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